
Depression
& Self Harm

ECT

Indications

Treatment Resistant depression

Schizophrenia (recent onset, severe catatonic stupor, catatonic excitement)

Mania if not responding to drugs

Emergency (need for swift control of mood, patient refusing to drink, high suicide risk, post partum)

Severe post partum depression

Contraindications

No absolute contraindications - although issues withRecent subdural / subarachnoid bleed

No consent

Cautions: recent stroke / MI, arrhythmias, CNS vascular anomalies

SE: headaches, anaesthesia complications, amnesia

Unilateral ECT

Anaesthesia and muscle relaxant

Good seizure lasts 15 seconds and has both tonic and clonic phases

Depression

Epidemiology

40% / year have severe feelings of depression, unhappiness and disappointment

8% / year have clinical depression (low mood + sleeping difficulty /
change in appetite / hopelessness / pessimism / suicidal thoughts

Diagnosis

ICD-10

Primary symptoms: low mood, anhedonia,
tiredness / lack of energy

Mild = 2 + 2 secondary symptoms

Moderate = 2 + 3 secondary symptoms

Severe = 3 + 4 secondary symptoms

Major depression - 2 weeks anhedonia plus 4 of:

Poor appetite +/- weight loss

Early waking / diurnal mood variation

Psychomotor retardation / agitation

Decrease in sexual drive

Reduced ability to concentrate

Ideas of worthlessness, guilt or self reproach

Thoughts of death / suicide

Potential for psychotic symptoms congruent with mood

Management

Pharmacolgical

Presence of biological factors of stress predicts a good response to antidepressants

Choice guided by

Duration of episodes

Illness / response to treatment

Likelihood of adherence

Adverse effects

Patient preference

Discuss drug and non pharmacological methods (cognitive therapy is as effective as drugs)

Inform patient of side effects and that drugs take time to take effect; not
necessarily a life long treatment

Warn patients of potential worsening of symptoms in first 2 weeks

Assess after 4 - 6 weeks

If not effective increase dose and review after further 2 weeks, if still no response switch to different antidepressant

If effective continue for a least 4 - 6 months after recovery (if stopped too soon 50% relapse)

If no response to 2 drugs @ max dose refer to specialist care

SSRI

First line choice

Significant interactions with fluoxetine and paroxetine; fewer interactions
with citalopram or sertraline (good for those with chronic physical problems)

SE: nausea, vomiting, dyspepsia, diarrhoea, headache, tremor, GI bleeding, paradoxical anxiety

Significant interactions

NSAIDS (avoid, if needed use PPI), warfarin (avoid)

Aspirin (with caution), triptans (avoid), MAO inhibitors (avoid)

Interactions with contraceptive pill

Discontinuation syndrome
Worse with SSRIs that have short half lives

Flu like symptoms, insomnia, agitation, impaired concentration, suicidal thoughts

TCA

Greatest risk of overdose

SE: dry mouth, sedation, urine retention, blurred vision, postural hypotension, tachycardia, weight gain

Likely to be discontinued due to SE

Need to increase dose gradually

SNRI Serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor

Mirtazapine

Often used as an alternative

Presynaptic alpha2 adrenoreceptor antagonist - increase noadrenergic and serotongeric neurotransmission

Few antimuscarininc effects but initially causes possible significant sedation

Safe in overdose

Dulaxetine Inhibits reuptake of serotonin and noradrenaline

Mood stabilisers Lithium

MAO-I
Still used in OCD

Many drugs interactions as well as potentially fatal interactions with vintage foods

Exercise As effective as medication in mild depression

Psychotherapies

NICE guidelines suggests all cases of mild to moderate depression should be
offered a course of CBT or similar

Physical differentials
Medication induced (steroids), hypothyroidism, Cushing's, cancer

Suicide & Self Harm

Features

Men 15 - 30 at most risk of death

Incidence of self harm highest in teenage girls

Sucide rates highest in islands, Eastern Europe; low in Islam

Risk factors: genetic links, born to young mothers, low birth weight, parents in low paid jobs,
impulsivity, aggression, drug and alcohol abuse, self harm

Suicide

Way of escaping to or from something
Avoiding pain or shame

Keeping honour / autonomy

Antecedents: disease, depression, bankruptcy

Self Harm

Reasons

Communicating a message

Gaining power

Escalating conflict

Antecedents: argument with partner, immaturity, inability to cope with stress, availability of drugs

Assessment

Inner ring: circumstance of the attempt, what happened that day, any last acts

Middle ring: background to the attempt

Outer ring: family and personal history

Bullseye: intentions behind the attempt and present feelings

Mania

Signs

Mood: irritability, euphoria, lability

Cognition: grandiosity, flight of ideas, racing thoughts, poor concentration, confusion, lack of insight

Behaviour: rapid speech, hyperactivity, hypersexuality, extravagence

Psychotic symptoms: delusions, hallucinations

Causes

Physical: infection, hyperthyroidism, SLE, stroke, water dysregulation, ECT

Drugs: amphetamines, coccaine, antidepressants, cimetidine, steroids, L-dopa, baclofen

Acute Mgt

Assess: psychotic symptoms, cycling speed, suicide risk

For moderate / severe acute mania use olanzapine

Chronic Mgt

Mood stabilisers for long term control
Lithium

If compliant and U&Es, ECG and T4 normal

Adjust dose to maintain plasma lithium level

Weekly blood until stable dose is
achieved (for a month), then monthly tests
of 6 months, then 3 monthly tests

More frequent tests if on diuretics, NSAIDs, ACE-I (all increase Li conc)

Completed filter by the kidney with no liver
metabolism - affects thyroid and kidney

If Li level rising suspect
progressive nephrotoxicity

Toxic signs: poor vision, D&V,
ataxia, tremor, dysarthria, coma

Response is usually within a week

Not recommended in first trimester of pregnancy

Abrupt cessation of lithium can precipitate
acute mania - discontinue gradually

If lithium does not give good control
Anticonvulsants

Sodium Valproate

Carbamazepine

Bipolar Affective Disorder

Depression alternating with mania

During mood swings risk of suicide is high

Equal gender ratio, typically < 35 years

Diagnosis = mania + depressive episode / two mania episodes

Hypomania

Less severe state

Maintain functional ability

Anxiety

Causes

Genetic predisposition, stress, life events

Faulty learning or secondary gain

Symptoms

Anxiety, depression, fatigue, insomnia, irritability, worry

Tension, agitation, feeling of impending doom, poor concentration

Sweating, palpitations, nausea, hyperventilation, sleep difficulty

Classifications

Generalised Anxiety Disorder

Anxiety and 3 or more
associated somatic symptoms

For at least 6 months

Panic disorder

Phobia

Post Traumatic Stree Disorder

Social Anxiety Disorder

Obessive Compulsive Disorder

Treatment

Symptom control, Exercise

Meditation, CBT, Behavioural therapy (exposure)

Anxiolytics

To augment psychotherapy

Subtopic

Diazepam although SE / withdrawal limit utility

Beta blockers for short term use

Prognosis
GAD often improves by 50 yrs, can be replaced by somatisation
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